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Software Engineer.

Apply Now

Company: Chevron

Location: Buenos Aires

Category: computer-and-mathematical

The Chevron Business Support Center (BASSC), located in Buenos Aires (Puerto Madero),

Argentina, is accepting online applications for the position of Software Engineer . Successful

candidates will join the which is part of a successful multifunction service center with a

workforce of more than 1200 employees delivering business services and solutions across the

globe.

This position plays an active role in the software development lifecycle , optimizing

evergreen support (through configuration, automation, and integration) and supporting in-

house developed applications.

Responsibilities for this position may include but are not limited to: 

 Functions and responsibilities include debugging and fixing issues by applying basic

programming concepts & patterns, applying in-depth knowledge of business domain to

improve business workflows, and collaborating with business partners to identify, prioritize

and implement application enhancements

Builds and supports low code solutions

Manages and automates application testing suites

Participates in deploying software across different environments using standard software

engineering and Devops practices.

Required Qualifications:

Self-starter, curious about technology, able to multi-task, able to work independently,
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communicate well, and have a passion for solving complex business IT problems

Strong communication (written/verbal) and facilitation skills with solid ability to convey

business and technical information to a diverse audience

Strong analytical and problem-solving skills with ability to engage difficulties with persistence

Hands on experience developing and supporting solutions using Microsoft technologies

(.Net, Power Platform, SQL Server)

2-3 years of experience in any Javascript/typescript framework like: React, Angular, etc.

Preferred Qualifications: 

Experience working in an agile team (Scrum / Kanban) is considered a plus

Experience / knowledge in developing and documenting functional specifications

Experience / knowledge with testing methodologies and tools

Ability to constructively manage issues, conflicts and problems in a prompt, direct and

objective manner.

Organized and skilled at planning. Ability to work from a high-level to a low level of detail and

handle multiple assignments with varying priorities and deadlines.

Demonstrated leadership skills especially in leading small projects with a cross-functional

team

Familiarity with information risk management requirements and processes

Familiarity with integration technologies and patterns (API, Messaging, Data Integration) is

considered a plus

Relocation Options:

Relocation  will not be considered.

International Considerations:

Expatriate assignments will not be considered.

Chevron regrets that it is unable to sponsor employment Visas or consider individuals on

time-limited Visa status for this position.



Chevron participates in E-Verify in certain locations as required by law.

Apply Now
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